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Abstract. LDA considers a surface word to be identical across all documents and measures the contribution of a surface word to each topic.
However, a surface word may present diﬀerent signatures in diﬀerent
contexts, i.e. polysemous words can be used with diﬀerent senses in different contexts. Intuitively, disambiguating word senses for topic models
can enhance their discriminative capabilities. In this work, we propose a
joint model to automatically induce document topics and word senses simultaneously. Instead of using some pre-deﬁned word sense resources, we
capture the word sense information via a latent variable and directly induce them in a fully unsupervised manner from the corpora. Experimental results show that the proposed joint model outperforms the classic
LDA and a standalone sense-based LDA model signiﬁcantly in document
clustering.
Keywords: topic modeling, word sense induction, document representation, document clustering.

1

Introduction

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) was developed as a powerful unsupervised
algorithm in analyzing topic distribution for a document collection [1].
The classic LDA model relies on the co-occurrences of surface words to capture
their semantic relations. In reality, a surface word is likely to be highly associated
to more than one topic and presents diﬀerent word senses in diﬀerent topics.
LDA considers the surface word to be identical in both contexts and leverages
on its co-occurrences with other words in the context to diﬀerentiate those two
topics. Ideally, if a model is able to diﬀerentiate word senses in diﬀerent contexts,
the sense disambiguated words can contribute more probability masses to the
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Fig. 2. Averaged per document topic
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corresponding topic than the surface words alone. In other words, word senses
if applicable can serve as additional features for topic models and enhance the
discriminative capability of topic models.
The intuition can be further veriﬁed with an empirical study on the average
probability mass over the top N topics (argpr@N ). We perform the surface
word LDA model and the sense-based LDA model (SLDA) model (see details in
Section 3.1) on Reuters20 data and compare the probability mass over the top
N topics (N=5 in our analysis). We study two pairs of conditional probabilities:
(1) The ﬁrst pair is p(z|w) and p(z|s) , which refer to the topic distribution
given a surface word and a word sense respectively. The quantities are averaged
over all word (sense) types in the data set. (2) The second pair is pw (z|d) in
LDA and ps (z|d) in SLDA models, which refer to the topic distribution given
a surface word based document and a word sense based document respectively.
The quantities are averaged over all documents in the data set. The ﬁrst pair
is presented in Fig. 1 and the second is in Fig. 2, where the sense based model
is referred as SLDA. All ﬁgures are drawn based on the experiments in Section
4.2. From Fig. 1, we can ﬁnd that SLDA is above LDA in the cumulative curves.
This suggests that word sense is a more indicative signature to describe the topic
preferences for documents than surface word. From Fig. 2, we ﬁnd that SLDA
concentrates a document more on the top topics and provides sharper posterior
topic estimation than LDA. This indicates that SLDA oﬀers more conﬁdence on
the posterior estimation by means of the indicative word senses. Details of this
analysis can be further found in Section 4.2.
In this paper, we will not only verify that word sense features provide topic
models with more conﬁdence in the posterior estimation, but also propose appropriate approaches to verify that the reinforced conﬁdence is meaningful and
helpful to improve the quality of the induced topics. The major contributions
in this paper thus can be compiled in two perspectives. First, we incorporate
the word sense information in the LDA generative story and construct a joint
model to infer word senses for words and topics for documents simultaneously.
Rather than applying the word sense information as an external feature or isolate the word sense induction as a pre-processing step [2] the proposed model
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is more generic by incorporating the word sense feature as a latent variable in
the graphical model. Second, our model is completely unsupervised and is able
to work with external resources minimized. Previous researches[3,4] attempted
to introduce word senses from WordNet to topic models. However, their models
rely on the external knowledge source, i.e. WordNet, to construct a pool of word
senses for a given word. Alternatively, we induce word senses automatically from
the corpora. This is especially advantageous for resource poor languages that are
short of available pre-deﬁned word senses as well as domain speciﬁc documents
that may contain terms beyond the general resources.
Speciﬁcally, we employ Hierarchical Dirichlet Processes (HDP) [5] as a nonparametric prior for word sense induction, because HDP can prevent us from
explicitly bounding the number of word senses for each word. Two models are
proposed in this paper: Standalone SLDA (SA-SLDA) considers word sense
induction and document representation as standalone modules; Collaborative
SLDA (CO-SLDA) takes the topics of senses from SLDA as the pseudo feedback
for Word Sense Induction (WSI) and iteratively infers both topics and word
senses.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows: we ﬁrst present some
background for this work in Section 2. After that, we describe the approaches
to incorporate statistical word senses for the LDA topic models. Experimental
results and discussions are presented in Section 4. We conclude this paper in
Section 5.

2
2.1

Related Work
Semantic Interpretation of Documents

In Vector Space Model (VSM) [6] , it is assumed that terms are independent
of each other and the semantic relations between terms are ignored.Recently,
models are proposed to represent documents in a semantic concept space using
lexical ontologies, i.e. WordNet or Wikipedia [7,8]. However, the lexical ontologies are diﬃcult to be constructed and their coverage can be limited. In contrast,
topic models are used as an alternative for discovering latent semantic space in
corpora based on the per topic word distribution. LDA [1] as a classic topic
model identiﬁes topics of documents by evaluating word co-occurrences. Some
work attempt to integrate word semantics from lexical resources into topic models [3,4]. Alternatively, our models are fully unsupervised and do not rely on
any external semantic resources, which will be extremely applicable for resource
poor languages and domains.
2.2

Word Sense Disambiguation and Induction

Word sense disambiguation, which identiﬁes the correct word sense from a set
of pre-deﬁned sense candidates, has been proved to beneﬁt various NLP tasks
[9]. However, manually-compiled large lexical resources such as WordNet are
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often required.Instead, Word Sense Induction (WSI) can learn word senses from
corpora in an unsuper-vised manner. With respect to the Bayesian approaches,
Brody and Lapata [10] used an extended LDA model to induce word senses
which provide the state-of-the-art performance in SemEval-2007 evaluation[11]
. Yao and Durme [12] used Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP) [5] to induce
word senses and empirically veriﬁed its advantage over LDA. WSI is also applied
in other tasks like information retrieval [2], where word senses for query words
are induced. To the best of our knowledge, no work has been reported to exploit
WSI in document topic modeling as we do in this paper.

3

Topic Models Incorporating Statistical Word Senses

As shown in Fig. 3, the classic LDA assigns each word in the document a topic
and considers the surface words as the basic granularity for a document. Alternatively, our model emits a sense for each surface word and assigns each sense a
topic. Therefore, the basic granularity for our model is the word sense (Fig. 3).
To address this motivation, we introduce an additional latent variable of word
sense to LDA and induce it from the observed surface words.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the classic LDA model (above) and the word sense extended LDA
models (below). The values in the dot rectangle are assigned to the latent variable (i.e.,
word sense).

We design several models to implement this purpose as follows:
– Standalone SLDA (SA-SLDA): We isolate the Word Sense Induction (WSI)
process as a standalone step. With the induced word senses in hand, we
perform the word sense based LDA. .
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– Collaborative SLDA (CO-SLDA): We identify the generative story as two
iteratively interchangeable steps. Given an observed topic, we generate the
word sense from the topic. Given an observed word sense, we generate the
topic for each word sense, where the word sense is a point estimate from the
mode of the distribution.
3.1

Standalone SLDA Model (SA-SLDA)

In the SA-SLDA model, WSI and documet representation (DR) are considered
as standalone modules, where DR takes the output (i.e., word senses) of WSI as
input(see Fig.5).
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Illustration of the SA-SLDA

We follow [12] to employ Hierarchical Dirichlet Processes (HDP) for word
sense induction.In this paper, we perform HDP on each word. We deﬁne a word
on which the WSI algorithm is performed as a target word. We also deﬁne the
words in the context of a target word as context words of the target word. After
WSI, we simply take the mode sense in the distribution as the sense of the target
word.
As shown in Fig. 5, we replace surface word with word sense in the gray plate.
Given D documents and W word types, the formal procedure with Z topics of
document representation in SA-SLDA is given as follows:
1. For each topic z:
(a) choose φz ∼ Dir(β).
2. For each document di :
(a) choose θdi ∼ Dir(α).
(b) for each word wij in document di :
i. choose topic zij ∼ M ult(θdi ).
ii. choose sense sij ∼ M ult(φzij ).
where di refers to i-th document in the corpus; wij refers to j-th word in document di ; zij refers to the topic that word wij is assigned; sij refers to the sense
that word wij is assigned from WSI; α, β are hyper-parameters of the model;
φzij and θdi are per topic sense distribution and per document topic distribution
respectively which are drawn from Dirichlet distributions.
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We use Collapse Gibbs Sampling to do inference for SA-SLDA [13]. Compared
with LDA, we replace the surface words with the induced word senses. Therefore,
the topic inference is similar to the classic LDA, where the condition probability
P (zij = z|zz−ij , ss) is evaluated by
P (zij = z|zz−ij , ss) ∝

i
+α
nd−ij,z
i
nd−ij

+ Zα

×

ns−ij,z + β
n−ij,z + Sβ

(1)

i
In Eq.1,nd−ij,z
is the number of words that are assigned topic z in document
i
di ns−ij,z is the number of senses with sense s that are assigned topic z , nd−ij
is
the total number of words in document di ; n−ij,z is the total number of words
assigned topic z; S is the number of senses for the data set.−ij in all the above
variables refers to excluding the count for word wij . Further details are similar
to the classic LDA [13].

3.2

Collaborative SLDA (CO-SLDA)

Alternatively, we induce word senses and the document topics simultaneously
in a joint model (see Fig.6). We are interested in whether the topic assigned
to a word has a positive feedback on WSI, which then can be used to reﬁne
the topic distribution. Inspired by this motivation, we propose a Collaborative
SLDA model which takes the topics of senses from SLDA as the pseudo feedback for WSI and iteratively infers both topics and word senses. Speciﬁcally, we
achieve a point estimate for the target word in WSI and feed this estimated sense
to DR.
In this model, a three-level HDP algorithm is used to capture the relationship between word senses and topics of a target word w (see Fig. 6). In the
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Fig. 6. Illustration of the CO-SLDA model
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three-level HDP, for each word type w , we choose for each topic a probability measure Gwz which is drawn from Dirichlet Process DP (ρw , Gw ) . For each
word wij in document di , given topic zij = z , we use Gwz as the base probability measure for the context of wij and draw its own Gij from Dirichlet process
Gij ∼ DP (κwz , Gwz ). This means that word w may have diﬀerent sense distributions in diﬀerent topics. For each context vij of the target word w, the sense
sijk for each word cijk in vij has a nonparametric prior Gij . H is a Dirichlet
distribution with hyper-parameter . The context word distribution ηs given a
sense s is generated from H:ηs ∼ H . Hyper-parameters γw , ρw and κw are the
concentration parameters for DP, controlling the variability of the distributions
of Gw ,Gwz and Gij respectively.
We show the graphical presentation for CO-SLDA in Fig. 6. Cij refers to the
number of words in the context window vij for word wij in document di . The
above dotted line shows the WSI process while the below shows the DR process. Given observed topics {zij } , word senses {sij } are inferred in WSI. Given
observed senses {sij } , topics {zij } are inferred in DR. The two processes are
interchangeably performed. We provide the dashed arrows in Fig. 6 to connect
{sij } and {zij } that will change from hidden to observed during the alternation
of two processes.
The word sense induction process is as follows:
1. For each word type w:
(a) choose Gw ∼ DP (γw , H).
(b) For each topic z:
i. choose Gwz ∼ DP (ρw , Gw ).
2. For each document di :
(a) For each context vij of word wij :
i. choose Gij ∼ DP (κwz , Gwz ).
ii. For each context word cijk of target word wij :
A. choose sijk ∼ Gij .
B. choose cijk ∼ M ult(ηsijk ).
iii. set sij = arg maxs P (s|Gij ).
The document representation process is just like SA-SLDA.
For inference, we interchangeably infer two groups of hidden variables in COSLDA,
1. Given that the topic for each word sense zij is observed, we infer the sense
distribution Gij in the context window around a target word. This is achieved
through the same scheme as [5]. Then we estimate sij for the target word as
sense with the highest probability in Gij .
2. Given that the word sense sij is observed, we infer the topic zij for each word
sense. This can be achieved using the same inference scheme as SA-SLDA.
As the iteratively process can reﬁne both topics and word senses based on
each other’s prediction, intuitively, the CO-SLDA model should be advantageous
over the SA-SLDA model, which only provides single round estimation of the
variables.
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Evaluation

In the experiments, we ﬁrst evaluate the latent topics in document clustering
task and then analyze the averaged per sense topic distribution and averaged
per document topic distribution of the proposed models.
4.1

Document Clustering

In this section, we apply the proposed models on the document clustering task
and evaluate the performance against the baselines of LDA and K-means algorithms.
4.1.1 Setup
Data Set: Three data sets are used in our experiments.
1. TDT4:Following [14], we use the English documents from TDT2002 and
TDT2003, i.e., TDT41 and TDT42. .
2. Reuters: Documents are extracted from Reuters-21578[15] with the most
frequent 20 categories, i.e., Reuters20.
In the experiments, only nouns and verbs are used as target words for word
sense induction and topic inference. We use per sentence as the context window
for each target word. TreeTagger[16] is used to for Part-of-speech labeling.
Evaluation Metrics: In the experiments, we intend to evaluate the proposed
topic models in document clustering task. Each topic in the test dataset is considered as a cluster and each document is clustered into the topic with the
highest probability. We adopt the evaluation criteria proposed by [17]. The calculation starts from maximum F-measure of each cluster. The general F-measure
of a system is the micro-average of all the F-measures of the system-generated
clusters.
4.1.2 Experiment 1.1: Diﬀerent Word Sense Induction Approaches
In this experiment, we aim to investigate how well the diﬀerent word sense
induction approaches contribute to the task of document clustering. We compare
the performance of two diﬀerent Bayesian models, i.e. LDA vs. HDP, in our SASLDA model.
System Parameters: As we isolate the WSI process from the document representation process in SA-SLDA, we present the parameters accordingly. (1) In
the WSI step, for HDP, we set the hyper-parameters γw , ρw ,  for every word
type to be γw ∼ Gamma(1, 0.001), ρw ∼ Gamma(0.01, 0.028), = 0.1 ; for LDA,
we set α = 0.2 ,β = 0.1 and set the sense numbers for all words to be 4. (2)
In the Document representation step, we set α = 1.5 and β = 0.1 . All hyperparameters are tuned in the TDT42 dataset. The number of topics is set to be
equal to the number of clusters in each dataset.
In all experiments, we let the Gibbs sampler burn in for 2000 iterations and
subsequently take samples 20 iterations apart for another 200 iterations.
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Table 1. Results of SA-SLDA with diﬀerent WSI approaches (i.e., LDA and HDP)
Method

TDT41 TDT42 Reuters20

SA-SLDA(LDA) 0.787
SA-SLDA(HDP) 0.792

0.842
0.870

0.490
0.512

Experimental results are presented in Table 1.
Discussions: From Table 1, we can ﬁnd that WSI with HDP outperforms WSI
with LDA in all data sets when integrated into the SA-SLDA model. This is
because LDA is a parametric model which requires user’s explicit setting of the
parameters. Alternatively, HDP, as a non-parametric model, can automatically
infer the number of senses for each word. This provides reasonable interpretation
for word sense modeling and additional ﬂexibility for document representation.
This advantage of HDP also provides our series of SLDA models with better
interpretation. As a result, we employ HDP as a non-parametric prior for all
proposed models.
4.1.3 Experiment 1.2: Diﬀerent Extended LDA Models
In this experiment, we aim to verify the eﬀectiveness of the proposed models
in document clustering. Other than the proposed models, i.e., SA-SLDA and
CO-SLDA , we also present K-means and LDA as our baselines. Speciﬁcally,
we implement the Bisecting K-Means algorithm [17] which computes the cosine
similarity between documents based on the TF-IDF features.
System Parameters In the WSI step we set the hyper-parameters γw , ρw ,
 for every word type to be γw ∼ Gamma(8, 0.1), ρw ∼ Gamma(5, 1), κw ∼
Gamma(0.1, 0.028),  = 0.1 ; (2) in the DR step, we set α = 1.5 and β = 0.1 .
In LDA, we set α = 1.5 , β = 0.1. The number of topics is set to be equal to
the number of clusters in each dataset. In K-Means, we set K to be equal to the
number of clusters in each dataset.
Experimental results are presented in Table 2.
Discussions: From Table 2, we can ﬁnd that: First, SLDAs outperform the
two baselines in all data sets. This indicates that using word senses other than
surface words improves the document clustering results, which is due to the fact
that SLDAs are facilitated with more ﬁne-grained features of word sense induced
from the context.
Table 2. Results of the proposed models and baselines
Method

TDT41 TDT42 Reuters20

K-Means 0.727
LDA
0.744
SA-SLDA 0.792
CO-SLDA 0.825

0.843
0.867
0.870
0.874

0.501
0.496
0.512
0.597
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Second, CO-SLDA outperforms SA-SLDA in all data sets. This indicates that
the joint inference process for topics of words and word senses provides positive
impact to reﬁne the results. Two reasons are worthy of noting: (1) In common
sense, instances of the same word type in diﬀerent topics may have diﬀerent
senses while instances in the same topic often refer to the same thing. Since
CO-SLDA can jointly infer topics and word senses, instances of the same word
in the same topic are more likely to be assigned the same sense while instances
in diﬀerent topics are likely to be assigned diﬀerently. As a result, word senses
will be better identiﬁed. (2) Using topics as a pseudo feedback will facilitate the
target words with topic-speciﬁc senses. For example, the word election only has
one sense in general cases. However, in the TDT42 data set, topics are labeled
in a more ﬁne-grained perspective. For example, the following two sentences are
labeled to be from two diﬀerent topics as the countries of elections are diﬀerent: z1 : Ilyescu Wins Romanian Elections, z2 : Ghana Gets New Democratically
Elected President. With the joint inference of topic and sense, we can induce the
word ’election’ with two senses, i.e., election#1 and election#2, related to the
electing processes in Romania and Ghana respectively. By incorporating these
topic-speciﬁc senses, election with context word Romania is identiﬁed as election#1 and more likely to be assigned topic z1 while election with context word
Ghana is identiﬁed as election#2 and more likely to be assigned z2 .

4.2

Distribution Analysis

In this study, we aim to analyze the averaged per sense topic distribution and
averaged per document topic distribution of the proposed models.
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In Fig. 7, we present the argpr@N values of averaged per word topic distribution for all words in LDA and averaged per sense topic distribution for all
senses in SLDAs on the three datasets. Speciﬁcally, for each word, the topics
that a word w is associated are ranked according to the probability p(z|w)1 .
argpr@N is calculated by averaging the probabilities p(z|w) of all words on the
top N topics. For each word sense, we calculate argpr@N based on p(z|s) . We
use the senses in the last iteration of SLDA models(e.g. 2200) and the topics
inferred by these word senses. For each data set, we draw the cumulative curve
over the top N topics. Furthermore, we measure avgpr@N of document-topic
distribution by averaging the probabilities p(z|d) for all documents in LDA and
SLDA models on three datasets are presented in Fig. 8.
Discussions: From Fig. 7, we can observed that: First, SLDAs are all above LDA
in the cumulative curves. This indicates word senses provide better discriminative capabilities for topic models than surface words. Second, the cumulative
curves of CO-SLDA are above SA-SLDA. This beneﬁt comes from that fact that
CO-SLDA induces topic-speciﬁc senses by using topics as a pseudo feedback.
The topic-speciﬁc senses are more discriminative than common senses.
From Fig. 8, we can observe that: First, the cumulative curves of SLDAs are
all above LDA. This indicates that in SLDAs, documents concentrate on fewer
topics which makes topics from sense-based topic models more discriminative.
Second, the cumulative curves of CO-SLDA are above SA-SLDA. This suggests
that the iteratively reﬁned topics and words senses provide reinforcement of the
posterior estimation of topics for documents.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose to represent topics with distributions over word senses.
In order to achieve this purpose in a fully unsupervised manner without relying
on any external resources, we model the word sense as a latent variable and
induce it from corpora via WSI. We design several models for this purpose. Distributions analysis of average sense-topic distribution and the average documenttopic distribution shows a sharper distribution of topics in SLDAs which suggests
that the proposed models provide more conﬁdence on the posterior estimation.
Empirical results verify that the word senses induced from corpora can facilitate
the LDA model in document clustering. Speciﬁcally, we ﬁnd the joint inference
model (CO-SLDA) outperforms the standalone model (SA-SLDA) as the estimation of sense and topic can be collaboratively improved.
Acknowledgments. This work is supported by NSFC China (No. 61272233).
We thank the reviewers for the valuable comments.
1

p(z|w) can be calculated with p(z|w) ∝ p(w|z)Σp(z|d)p(d) where p(w|z) and p(z|d)
are parameters of the model thus can be estimated while we estimate p(d) to be the
proportion of d’s document length to the length of the entire document collection.
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